SAGA Core book

Acklay 275

Dewback 275

Nexu 276

Rancor 276

Reek 276

Tauntaun 277

Wampa 277
**Force Unleashed**

Bull Rancor 224

Felucian Ripper 224

**KOTOR**

Kath Hound 223

Rakghoul 223

**Threats of the Galaxy**

Corellian Banshee Bird 106

Corellian Sand Panther 107

Dragonsnake 108
Gundark 109

Knobby White Spider 112

Katarn 110

Kouhun 113

Kintan Strider 111

Krayt Dragon 114

Canyon Krayt Dragon 115
Ronto 124

Sarlacc 125

Varactyl 126

Vornskr 128
Womp Rat 129

Scum and Villainy
Energy Spider 184

Womp Rat Pack 130

Nadir Spider 218

Ysalamiri 131

Comet mynock 219
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Kybuck 129

Dactillion 221

Horax 221

Akk Dog Follower 57

WEB

Firaxa

Gizka

Gizka Pack

Iriaz

Kath Hound, Horned
Kiltik

Kinrath, Viper

Mykal

Dawn of Defiance

Neimoidian Kreehawk D2 26
Tibanna Mynock D3 21
Dark Lizard D4 25
Dark Lizard Alpha D4 25
T'salak D4 31
T'salak Spawn D4 31
K'kayeh Dreambeast D4 33
Living Nightmare D4 33
Nighthunter D4 33 (also J139 see for pic)

Nek Dog D5 14

Coruscani Ogre D7 16

Dinko Horde D9 29

Fear Moss, Gray D9 35
Greethka, Giant D9 30
Mynock, swarm D9 6
Jedi Academy Training Manual

Battle Hydra 131

Beck-tori 132

Chrysalis Beast 133

Derriphan 134

Droch 135

Dxun Tomb Beast 136

Hssiss 137
Marsh Haunt 138

Sith abomination

Nighthunter 139

Sith Warbird 142

Shyrack 140

Sith Wyrm 143

Silooth 141

Storm Beast 144
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Vanx 221

Rebellion Era Campaign Guide
Cracian Thumper 157
**Galaxy at War**

- **Carrier Butterfly 57**
- **Bolotaur 58**
- **Gelagrub 59**
- **Gutkurr 59**
- **Mastif Phalone 60**
- **Nek 60**
- **Roggwart 61**
- **Watch-Beast 61**
Droids from SAGA rulebook

2-1B surgical droid 197

R2 Series Astromech Droid 267

3PO-series protocol droid 198

B1 Series Battle Droid 199

B2 Series Super Battle Droid 199

Droideka Series Destroyer Droid 200

DSD1 dwarf spider droid 200

LM-432 crab droids 201
Droids from Force Unleashed

IT-O Interrogator 194

RA-7 Protocol Droid 195

PROXY 196

MSE-6 Repair Droid 197
R-1 Recon Droid 197

FX-6 Medical Droid 103

BD-3000 Luxury Droid 105

Q7 Series Astromech Droid 104

Junk Droid 106
Behemoth Junk Droid 107
Brute Junk Droid 107

Knights of the Old Republic

ET-74 Communications Droid 80

G0-T0 infrastructure planning 81
T3-series utility droid 82

GE-3 Series Protocol Droid 82

GG-Series Hospitality Droid 83

HK-24 Series Assassin Droid 84

HK-50 Series Assassin Droid 85

Juggernaut War Droid 85

K-X12 Probe Droid 86

Patrol Droid Mark I 86
Devastator War Droid 87

Sentinel Droid 87

S6-Series Security/Maintenance Droid 88

T1-series bulk-loading droid 88

Utility Droid R-8009 89

Sith Mark I Assault Droid 165
Sith Mark IV Assault Droid 165

Basilisk War Droid 203

Krath War Droid 222

Rakatan Guardian Droid 223

**Threats of the Galaxy**

Artillery Droid (VX Series)
Pic 134

Assassin Droid (ASN-121) 135

R3 Series Astromech Droid 136

R4 Series Astromech Droid 137

R5 Series Astromech Droid 137
R7 Series Astromech Droid 138

R2-R-series astromech droid 139

Buzz Droid 142

B3-A Series Ultra Battle Droid 140

Construction Droid 143

B3 Series Ultra Battle Droid 140

GRZ-6B Demolitions Droid 144

IG Series Lancer Droid 141

Espionage Droid (3PX) 145
Interrogation Droid 146

GH-7 Medical Droid 147

EG-6 Series Power Droid 148

DRK-1 Probe Droid 149

M-3PO military protocol droid 150

TC-Series Protocol Droid 151

Human Replica Droid 152

WSB-15 Sabotage Droid 154
Pic 154

WED-15 Droid 154
501-Z police droids 155

Mark VII Inquisitor 156

Mark IV Sentry Droid 157

SD-6 “Hulk” Infantry Droid 158

Sith Elite Warbot 159

PK-Series Worker Droid 160

Scum & Villainy

Roche 11-17 Series Mining Droid 156

Roche 8D8 Smelting Operator Droid 157
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DD-13 Medical Assistant Droid 66

EW-3 Midwife Droid 67

IM-6 Medical Droid 67

SP-4 Analysis Droid 68

LE Series Repair Droid 68

P2 Series Astromech 69

Pit Droid 70
5YQ Protocol Droid 70

BCA-11/X Lightsaber Training Droid 71

IG-86 Sentinel Droid 71

CLL-6 Binary Load Lifter (CLL-8 pictured) 72

FA-5 Valet Droid 72

IW-37 Pincer Loader Droid 73
FX-6 Medical Assistance Droid 160

FA-4 pilot droid 161

Marksman-H combat remote 162

Advanced dwarf spider droid (A-DSD) 188

A-series assassin droid 189

B1-A Series air battle droid 189

Battle droid assassin 190

Cold assault battle droid 190
C-B3 Cortosis battle droid 191

Droid Commando 192

IG lancer combat droids 192

IG-110 Lightsaber Droid 193
(similar to MagnaGuards)

JK-Thirteen 193

LM-432 crab droids 194

LR-57 combat droids 195
Octuptarra combat tri-droids 196

Ultra Droideka 197

OOM-Series Battle Droid 196
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3Z3 medical droid 70

Spelunker probe droid, also known as the chameleon droid 197

Aggressor-Series Battle Droid 75

BL-39 interrogator droid 70
FEG-Series Pilot droid 71

LV8-series guard droid 74

HV-7 loading droid 77

PI-Series medical assistant droid 69

Holocam Droid (J57 pictured) 72

Roving Eye observation droid 72

IX-6 heavy combat droid 75

Z65 patrol droid 73

LON-29 battle droid commander 76
Rebellion Era CG

BT-16 Perimeter Security Droid 55

Dark Trooper Phase I 128

Dark Trooper Phase II 128

Dark Trooper Phase III 129

FX-7 Medical Droid 52

HT Drone 57

Imperial City Maintenance Droid 130

Imperial Espionage Droid 127
LOM-Series Protocol Droid 54

LV-38 Spotter/Probe Droid 110

Galaxy at War

A-Series Medical Droid 50

RHTC-560 Hunter Trainer 56

WED Treadwell Repair Droid 54

KDY-4 Tech Droid 51

R4-Series Agromech Droid 53
Chiba-DR10 Protocol Droid 52

B2-AA Air Assault Super Battle Droid 52

Eradicator-Series Battle Droid 53

Purge Trooper 54

Droideka, Sniper 54

Tactical Droid 55

Vigilant 2X-Series Picket Droid 55

CLL-M2 Ordnance Lifter 56

MR-200 Series Minesweeper Droid 57

Automated Sentry Gun 98

AZ-Series Battle Droid 181
CORE BOOK

X-Wing 178

Y-Wing 178

TIE Fighter 179

TIE Interceptor 180

Eta-2 Actis Interceptor 180

ARC-170 Fighter 180

Droid Starfighter Vulture 181

Droid Tri-fighter 181

YT-1300 182

Corellian Corvette 183

Imperial I Class Star Destroyer 183

Starships of the Galaxy

Acclamator I-class assault ship 56
2

Acclamator II-class assault ship 57

Action VI transport 58

Aethersprite Interceptor 60

ARC-170 61

A-Wing 63

Banking Clan Frigate Munificent-class 64

Baudo-class star yacht 65

B-Wing 66

B-Wing/E2 67

B-Wing Shuttle 67

Carrack-class light cruiser 68

Chiss Clawcraft 69

Citadel-class Cruiser 70

CloakShape fighter 71
Commerce Guild Destroyer Recusant-class 72

Coralskipper 73

Corellian Corvette CR90 74

CR70 Corvette 75

Dreadnaught-class heavy cruiser 76

The Outbound Flight Project 77

Vulture Droid Starfighter 78

Tri-fighter Droid Starfighter 79

Scarab Droid Starfighter 79

Dynamic-class freighter 80

Eta-2 Actis Interceptor 82

E-Wing 83
4
Firespray Patrol Craft 84
Slave-I 85
Geonosian Starfighter 86
Ginivex-class starfighter 87
Ghtroc 720 Freighter 88
Gozanti Cruiser 90
Krayt's Honor 91
Corellian Gunship 92
Hapan Battle Dragon 93
Hapes Nova Cruiser 94
Imperial Assault Shuttle 95
Marauder Corvette 110
GR-75 Medium Transport 111
Miy'til Fighter 112
Miy'til Assault Bomber 113
MC-80 Mon Calamari Star Cruiser 114
Home One 115
Viscount-class Star Defender 116
Naboo Royal N-1 Starfighter 118
Nebula-class Star Destroyer 119
Nebulon-B Frigate 120
P-38 Starfighter 121
Predator-class Starfighter 122
Republic Cruiser 126
Rebel Assault Frigate Mark I 124

Rebel Assault Frigate Mark II 125

Scimitar Assault Bomber 127

Sith Infiltrator 128

Sith Interceptor 130

Super Star Destroyer 136

Skipray Blastboat 131

SoroSuub Patrol Fighter 132

Star Galleon-class Frigate 133

Star Viper 134

Virago 134

Strike-class Medium Cruiser 135

Executor, Lusankya (138)
Eclipse 139

Vengeance 136

System Patrol Craft 140

Theta-class Shuttle 141

TIE Fighter 142

TIE Bomber 142

TIE Interceptor 143

TIE Advanced 144

TIE Defender 145

Trade Federation Battleship 146

Trade Federation Droid Control Ship 147

The Core Ship 147
Venator-class Star Destroyer 148

V-19 Torrent Starfighter 149

V-wing Starfighter 150

X-83 TwinTail Starfighter 151

X-Wing Starfighter 152

T-65XJ3 152

T-65BR 153

YT-1300 154

YT-2000 154

YT-2400 155

Millennium Falcon 156
Y-Wing Starfighter 158

Longprobe 159

BTL-S3 Courier 159

Z-95 Headhunter 160

Escape Pod 50
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Hound’s Tooth 18

VCX-350 89

KOTOR

S-100 Stinger-class starfighter 95

Star Saber XC-01 96

578-R space transport 98

G-Type Shuttle 98
Ministry-class orbital shuttle 182

KT-400 military droid carrier 183

Foray-class blockade runner 183

Davaab-type starfighter 204

Shaadlar-type troopship 204

Teroch-type gunship 205

Jehavey’ir-type assault ship 205

Kyramud-type battleship 206
Kandosii-type dreadnaught 207

Krath CX-133 Chaos fighter 220

Ebon Hawk 220

Interdictor-class Warship 161

Centurion-class Battlecruiser 162
*Derriphan*-class battleship 163

*Hammerhead*-class cruiser 184

*Inexpugnable*-class tactical command ship 184

*Krath Supremacy*-class attack ship 221
**Force Unleashed CG**

- H-60 Tempest Bomber 114
- M3-A Scyk Fighter 115
- NovaSword Space Superiority Fighter 115
- R-41 Starchaser 115
- Toscan Multipurpose Fighter 116
- Zebra Starfighter 117
- Hwk-290 1118
- Maka-Eekai L4000 Transport 120
- A-7 Hunter 204
- TIE Prototype 204
- Rogue Shadow 205
- Sentinel-class Shuttle 206
Neutron Star Bulk Cruiser 121

Escort Carrier 207

Guardian-class Light Cruiser 205

Gladiator-class Star Destroyer 208
Tartan-class Patrol Cruiser 209

Victory-class Star Destroyer 210

Scum and Villainy

Gymsnor-3 Freighter 62

Kazellis Light Freighter 62
Surronian Conqueror 62

YT-1250 64

YT-1930 64

C-Wing Ugly 66

Clutch Ugly Fighter 67

X-TIE Ugly Fighter 67

Hornet-class Interceptor 125

Kaloth-style Battlecruiser 126

Y164 Thalassian Slave Transport 164

Errant Venture 127

Orbital Service Shuttle 98
Starforge Station 129

Point Nadir/Resh 9376 136
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Barloz-class Freighter 75

G9 Rigger 76

KR-TB "Doomtreader" 78

GS-100 Salvage Ship 78

Pursuer-class enforcement ship 79

Seltiss-2 caravel 80

CR20 troop carrier 166

Dagger-class starfighter 81
Dianoga starfighter 82

Freefall-class Starfighter 82

MorningStar-B Assault Starfighter 83

\textit{S40K Phoenix Hawk}-class light pinnace 84

Scurrg H-6 prototype bomber 85

Azure Angel 138

\textit{Consular}-class space cruiser 170

\textit{Kappa}-class shuttle 171

\textit{MedStar}-class frigate 171

\textit{Nu}-class Attack Shuttle 172

\textit{Pelta}-class frigate 172

BTL-B Y-wing starfighter 173
BC-714 luxury transport 203

Belbullab-22 starfighter 204

C-9979 landing craft 205

CIS-Advanced starfighter 205

Diamond-class cruiser 206

Droch-class boarding ship 207

Hardcell-class interstellar transport 207

Hyena-class bomber 208

Punworcca 116-class interstellar sloop 210
Sheathipede-class transport shuttle, Neimoidian shuttle 210

Providence-class carrier/destroyer 208

Subjugator-class Heavy Cruiser 210

Sabaoth Destroyer 220
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A519 Invader close support starfighter 217

Ardent-class fast frigate 189

BB-2 Starfire fighter-bomber 141

Besh-type personal starfighter 82

CF9 Crossfire starfighter 142

Crimson Axe 200

Crix-class diplomatic shuttle
Crix-class armored shuttle 145

Fury-class starfighter 185
GPE-7300 space transport 87

Gladius-class light freighter 86

Golan VIII space defense platform 152

Helot-class medium space transport 88

Mynock 219

I4 Ionizer starfighter 143

Imperious-class Star Destroyer 190

J-1 shuttle 88

Jumpstar HPF starfighter 144

MC-24a light shuttle 89
MT dropship 146

Mobile Spacedock 220 153

Nemesis-class patrol ship 218

Neutralizer-class bomber 187

Nune-class Imperial shuttle 187

Pellaeon-class Star Destroyer 190

Phobos-class starfighter 83

Predator-class starfighter 186

R-28 Starfighter 84

RC-2 Twilight scoutship 144
Sabertooth-class assault and rescue vessel 147

Sigma-class long-range shuttle 188

Scythe-class battle cruiser 149

Spinward-class tender 152

ShaShore-class frigate 148

Tri-Scythe-class frigate 151

X-83 Twintail starfighter 85

Scarlet Star 147
YX-1980 space transport Grinning Liar 89

YZ-2500 heavy transport 91
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AEG-77 "Vigo" 146

Assassin-class Corvette 130

Assault Gunboat 131

Dunelizard Fighter, G1-M4-C 63

Dunelizard Fighter, Type II 63

The Wheel 205

Jedi Academy

Chu’unthor 151
Imperial Cargo Ship 132

Imperial II-class Frigate 133

IRD Starfighter 156

IRD-A Starfighter 156

Ixiyen-class Fast Attack Craft 63

Keldabe-class Battleship 154

Kihraxz Light Fighter 146

Lone Scout-A 138

M12-L Kimogila Heavy Fighter 64
M22-T Krayt Gunship 54

Missile Boat 134

Mobquet Medium Transport 67

Pinook Fighter 66

Razor-class Starfighter 66

Rihkxyrk Assault Fighter 148

Royal Guard Starfighter 134

Supa Fighter 147

TIE Aggressor 135

TIE Experimental M2 136

TIE Experimental M3 136

TIE Oppressor 136
TIE Phantom 137

TIE Scout 138

TIE Shuttle 138

T-Wing Interceptor 114

Vaksai 147

VT-49 Decimator 139

X4 Gunship 115

YE-4 Gunship 139

YKL-37R Nova Courier 68

YM-2800 Limpet Ship 113

YV-545 Light Freighter 69
DAWN OF DEFIANCE

Tibanna Gas Hauler D3 41

WEB

Arkanian Legacy

Cardan I-class Space Station

Cardan III-class Space Station

E-9 Explorer

XQ2 Platform

YZ-775 Transport

Cardan II-class Space Station
Galaxy at War

Drop Pod 63

Wayfarer-class Medium Transport 66

Corona-class Armed Frigate 66

Imperial Landing Craft 64

Penumbra-class Attack Shuttle 65

YU-410 Light Freighter 65
CORE BOOK

AT-AT 175

AT-ST 175

X-34 Landspeeder 176

Aratech 74-Z Speeder Bike 176

AAT-1 176

Modified T47 Airspeeder 177

LAAT/I Gunship 177
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Razalon FC-20 speeder bike 81

R-2000 Raptor Speeder Bike 98

Nebulon-Q Swoop (Nebulon-S 2nd picture) 99

KOTOR

Lhosan Industries AeroChaser Speeder Bike 92

Lhosan Industries Swoop Racer 92

Urban Navigator Speeder Bike 93

TT-6 Landspeeder 93
Vehicles from Force Unleashed

Armored Groundcar 110

Arrow-23 Landspeeder 110

Flare-S Swoop 111

V-35 Courier 112

Zephyr-G Swoop 112

A-A5 Speeder Truck 113

KAAC Freerunner 113

A5 Juggernaut 200

AT-KT 200
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DC0052 speeder, nicknamed "Intergalactic" 138

All Terrain Attack Pod (AT-AP) 163

All Terrain Experimental Transport (AT-XT) 163

All Terrain Recon Transport (AT-RT) 164
All Terrain Tactical Enforcer (AT-TE) 164

Biker Advanced Recon Commando (BARC) speeder 165

Infantry Support Platform (ISP) 166

Low Altitude Assault Transport/carrier (LAAT/c) 166

Medlifter transports 167

Republic Troop Transport 168

Self-Propelled Heavy Artillery (SPHA) 168

TX-130 Saber-class fighter tank 169

UT-AT 170

Ground Armored Tank (GAT) 198
IG-227 *Hailfire*-class droid tank 199

Manta droid subfighter 199

Multi-Troop Transport (MTT) 200

OG-9 homing spider droid 200

NR-N99 *Persuader*-class droid enforcer, the Corporate Alliance tank droid, CAD 201

Single Trooper Aerial Platform (STAP-1 or STAP) 202

Trade Federation troop carrier 202
Tri-Droid 202

Tsmeu-6 personal wheel bike 203

Oevvaor jet catamaran 219

Raddaugh Gnasp fluttercraft, or Wookiee ornithopter 219
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AT-AHT All Terrain Armored Heavy Transport 185

AT-RCT All Terrain Riot Control Transport 184

GPE-3300 airspeeder 81
Kybuck Speeder bike 184

Model 67 Shrieker speeder bike 80

Quickfire speeder bike 80

Veltiss-2 airspeeder 82

Vehicles from Rebellion Era CG

9000 Z001 Landspeeder 61

9000 Z004 Landspeeder 61

Air-2 Swoop 62

AT-AA Anti-Aircraft Platform 131
Atgar 1.4 FD P-Tower 108

AT-PT All-Terrain Personal Transport 132

Bantha-II Cargo Skiff 60

Canderous-class Assault Tank 153

DF 9 Anti-Infantry Battery 108

F9-TZ Transport 153

FPC 6.7 Anti-Aircraft Battery 109

Heavy Tracker 112
HTT-26 Heavy Troop Transport 111

KDY V-150 Planet Defender 109

Lancet Aerial Artillery 133

MPTL-2a Mobile Proton Torpedo Launcher 110

Storm IV Twin-Pod Cloud Car 60

T2-B Repulsor Tank 112

T4-B Heavy Tank 113

Talon I Cloud Car 61
TIE ap-1 Mauler 135
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HSP-10 Pursuit Airspeeder D6 30

Rapid Deployment "RaDAir" Airspeeder D6 17

74-M Speeder Bike D9 33

Laser Borer D9 32

Swift Assault 5 Hovercraft D9 24

Ultra-Light Assault Vehicle (ULAV) 111

WEB

CS-1 Cargo Sled

Repulsor Sled

Sandcrawler

UR-40M Patrol Speeder

Urban Bombadier Speeder Bike
Galaxy at War

Freeco Speeder 62

Shelter Speeder 63

WLO-5 Speeder Tank 63

T8 Loading Vehicle 179